MID-REVIEWS

Follow Columbia GSAPP on Instagram (@columbiaGSAPP) to view images of the virtual Mid-Review presentations.


CAREER SERVICES

The Avery Workshop on Brand Management, hosted on July 15 at 7pm, will feature three GSAPP alumni who lead their own ventures—from toy design to wine and home fashion. Rajiv Fernandez ’10 M.Arch (Lil Icon and Chief Executive Officer, Historicons, Inc.), Aimee Chang ’06 M.Arch (Nine Suns), and Nasozi Kakembo ’08 MSUP (xN Studio) will discuss how they manage their brands through the lens of cultural stewardship.

The Avery Workshops is a series of professional development programming that responds to the creative and professional practice of GSAPP graduates. Sponsored by the Alumni Programming and Professional Development Committee of the GSAPP Alumni Board.

GSAPP RECOMMENDS

Associate Professor Galia Solomonoﬀ ’94 MArch participates in an international roundtable among Columbia Faculty hosted as part of the Graduate Initiative for Inclusion and Engagement on July 8 at 10:00am. For this event, faculty will share their experiences as international scholars acclimating to the culture of academia in the U.S. Register here.

News:

- WIP COLLABORATIVE, WHICH INCLUDES FACULTY BRYONY ROBERTS, LAUNCHES "RESTORATIVE GROUND IN HUDSON SQUARE"
- MICHAEL K CHEN ’01 M.ARCH INTERVIEWED BY MADAME ARCHITECT IN "A BETTER WAY: MKCA’ S MICHAEL K. CHEN ON RESEARCH, PREROGATIVES, AND COMMUNITY"
- FACULTY GALEN PARDEE ’16 MARCH PUBLISHES "DUNESCAPE URBANISM, OR, THE STOCKPILES OF SAND GEOPOLITICS" IN THRESHOLDS 49
- FACULTY VICTOR BODY-LAWSON ’84 MARCH AWARDED THE AIA NEW YORK’ S LEADERSHIP IN HOUSING AWARD
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